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a noble Venetian wall (as recently happened at Chalkis) in order to
discover some unimportant ancient inscription, have between them
removed from the soil of Greece every vestige of the most romantic
period of her history.

The present volume deals in the main with the towns and fortresses
of the Venetian period, bat also mentions incidentally the rn'milur
structures of the Byzantine and Genoese occupations; for the latter,
short as it was, resulted, as we know from Sanndo, in the erection of
fourteen castles. The author prefaces his book with a concise historical
introduction, excellent of its kind, though, of oourse, a really accurate
history of Venetian rale in Crete can only be written when all the
archives of Venice have been explored, and the accomplishment of this
work, despite the laborious publications of Tafel, Thomas, Predelli,
Sathas, Jorga, and Gerland, is still in the future. We know enough,
however, to establish the main points—the Cretans' utter intolerance of
all forms of government; the special accident whioh gave them what
the Athenians, the other islanders, and most of the Moreots (except at
Monemvasia and for a moment at Argos, Nauplia, and Corinth) lacked,
namely, a local aristocracy which provided natural leaders for revolts
until the Venetians showered Italian titles upon them; the fatal
biennial system of government, which worked worse in Crete than in the
smaller Venetian colonies; and the tendency of the Venetians themselves
to become Cretans, a tendency which provoked the colonial war of 1868,
when 8. Tito ousted S. Marco, and which gave as the curious spectacle
of a Falier and a Corner writing Greek poetry, just as we find the Italian
dukes of Santa Maura patronising Greek poets and the Florentine dukes of
Athens drawing up their official documents in the language of their
subjects. We are reminded too how Venice, the least fanatical of all
the Latin rulers of the Levant, treated the orthodox church with favour,
and how in Alexander V a Cretan became pope during the great schism.

Coming to the fortresses, the author naturally devotes most space to
the three principal towns—Candia, Canea, and Betimo (as he spells it).
He considers that the name of Canea, which is usually derived from xdna
(' inns '), is in reality a corruption of XaxcwuL (' vegetable garden'). The
first syllable was mistaken by the Venetians for the feminine of the
article, just as the Franks converted ' Larissa' into ' L'Arse' and
' Lacedaemonia' into ' La CWmonie.' Besides, a document of 1265 gives
us ' Lachaniam,' and the French still call the town ' La Cande.' Like
Boondelmonti and Fashley, the author identifies its site with that of the
ancient Kydonia. His description of Candia was unhappily written after
the destruction of the picturesque Porta del Molo by the British troops
in 1898 ; before that date Candia was one of the least changed cities of
the Levant; even now the Venetian arms on its walls still mark their
successive restorations towards the end of the fifteenth century, at a time
when Venice, having lost Negroponte, set more store than ever on this
other great island colony. After describing the three chief towns Dr.
Gerola goes on to write of the less important places, of Sitia, of Suda and
Spinalonga (Venice's last possessions in Crete), of Castelfranco, and of
Castel Bonifacio, whose name one would fain connect with the famous
king of Salonika, who sold the island to Venice and whose royal title is
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still enshrined in Salona. Bat Dr. Gerola thinks that this castle, a
Genoese foundation, received its name from the more famous Bonifacio
in Corsica, at that time recently captured by the Genoese.

The volume is beautifully illustrated with modern and medieval views
of the principal fortifications, two maps of Venetian Crete, many plans,
and a list of plaster casts taken at Candia and now in the Huseo Civico
at Venice. We could have wished that the author had not adopted
a somewhat arbitrary way of spelling the Greek names. The question
is difficult, but his solution of it will effectually disguise not a few Cretan
sites from those who know modern Greek without making them more
intelligible to those who know only modern Italian. W. MILLEE.

England under the Tudors. By ABTHXJB D. INNES.
(London: Methuen. 1906.)

MB. INNES has performed his task in a very satisfactory way. He gives,
in the first place, everything that the student wants by way of reference
—genealogical tables, bibliography, and index—so that facts, dates, and
sources can all be easily looked up, though footnotes are little used, there
being no great occasion to authenticate specific statements. But the
narrative itself is written with great judgment and fall grasp of the
subject. Without entering into minute details it includes everything that
ia really important, shows the consecutive character of events, and preserves
a just proportion throughout. Moreover it is eminently readable, as we
think true history should be when sufficient pains have been taken to put
the facts in order. To write such a book for the Tudor period must have
been a very considerable labour and also a task of no small delicacy ; for
the views taken of the Reformation are contentious to this day. Mr.
Innes avoids some dangers in chapter vi. by first stating in brief the
popular view—popular, we suspect, even now, though he says only
' down to a comparatively recent date '—and then crossing the stream on
the stepping-stones of indisputable facts. No one can deny great corrup-
tions in the church before the Reformation ; but no well-informed person
will tell us now that the Reformation itself was begotten of pious indig-
nation at the errors of Borne. Nor is it even true that it was a moral
revolt, or that the state of the clergy may be truly estimated by such
monstrous libels as Fish's Supplicacyon for the Beggers. Moral corrup-
tions did exist, which none were more anxious to extirpate than the devout-
adherents of the old system. Even in the monasteries there were at times
flagrant cases, like the gross scandals at St. Albans which Cardinal
Morton censured with just severity. But it does not appear that the pre-
Refonnation church was more inclined to acquiesce in vice than post-
Reformation bishops. Neither did it set its face against improvements;
for in education a good beginning had been made by Colet, Fox, and
Wolsey some years before the Reformation took place. Mr. Innes sees-
in its true light the story of the royal divorce, the submission of the clergy,
the restraint of appeals and the full establishment of royal supremacy
over the church of England. He does not regard Thomas Cromwell as-
a zealous promoter of ' the Gospel,' but as a very worldly statesman who
applied the principles of what he had learned from Macchiavelli ' with
remorseless logic, untinged by the fear of God or man.' Throughout
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